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a b s t r a c t
Many biological materials, such as bone and nacre, gain their strength and toughness through the
formation of sacrificial bonds and hidden length structures. Here, inspired by these structural features,
we propose a new mechanism for enhancing the interfacial adhesion toughness between an elastic
body and a rigid substrate through patterning sacrificial secondary cuts in the bulk elastic material.
The proposed sacrificial cuts are designed to break prior to detachment, altering the load path in the
material and adding more compliance to the system, thus, increasing the total amount of work required
before detachment while enabling independent control of the peak stress amplitude. Numerically, we
use the finite element method to show that interfacial adhesion may be extremely enhanced by using
multiple layers of sacrificial cuts and we provide a simple analytical framework to explain the underlying
mechanism. Furthermore, we show that the overall behavior is tunable by changing the geometric and
material parameters of the sacrificial cuts. In particular, the total work of adhesion may be made to
increase linearly with the number of layers of the cuts. We discuss our findings in the context of enhancing
interfacial adhesion by modulating the bulk geometric properties.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Manipulating interfacial response for enhanced adhesion properties is a problem of great interest to scientists and engineers.
Controlled and tunable interfacial adhesion is desirable in several applications, including adhesive bonds, composite materials,
and biomedical systems. Enhancing interfacial toughness has been
classically considered from physical chemistry point of view. Properties like wetting, contact angle, and adhesion energy may be
controlled by properly functionalizing the interface [1,2].
Recently, it has been increasingly apparent that mechanics
plays as much an important role in this problem as chemistry.
There has been a surge of interest in patterning interfaces by
introducing periodic [3–5] or functionally graded material properties [6] along the interfaces. The non-uniformity of the fracture
energy along the interface may be utilized to enhance the interfacial resistance to separation and delamination by increasing the
effective toughness [7]. However, most studies regarding this approach requires special surface treatment to achieve the targeted
interfacial properties.
Alternatively, some recent studies suggested enhancing interfacial adhesion properties by optimizing the distribution of interfacial stresses inspired by the biological example of fibrils with
mushroom-shaped tips [8,9]. The results of these studies suggest
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that reducing the stress concentrations, which initiates the crack
propagation, significantly improves the interfacial adhesion [10,
11]. This idea was applied through using a composite fibril composed of a stiff stalk and a soft tip rounded layer to decrease the
corner stress [12]. The interfacial stress may also be controlled by
adding bulk voids near the interface [13]. Voids alter the stress
field leading to non-uniform interfacial stress, which may lead to
slowing down the crack and increasing the fracture toughness.
There has been an interest in Kirigami inspired tunable metamaterials. The material stretchability may be extremely enhanced
by adding patterned cuts [14,15]. Patterned cuts change the load
transfer mechanism from stretching of the material strip to bending of beams defined by horizontal cuts. The stretchability may
be further increased by adding major and minor cuts to alter
the boundary conditions of the beams and allow further rotation
at the joints [16]. However, introducing cuts leads to significant
reduction in the material strength and the stiffness [14]. Here,
we propose the idea of sacrificial cuts to enhance the interfacial
adhesion. Sacrificial cuts will enable having a two-phase material;
a phase with high stiffness and strength, followed by a phase
of high stretchability and thus energy dissipation prior to total
detachment from the substrate.
We draw our inspiration from the concept of sacrificial bonds
and hidden length existing in nature. Many biological and polymeric materials, such as bone and abalone shells, gain strength
and fracture toughness through the formation of these dynamic
structural features [17–22]. Sacrificial bonds often connect two
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different sites within the material bulk constraining them from
stretching. These bonds have weak strength relative to the strength
of the material, hence they break before the material rupture
adding more ductility to the material system and increasing the
total amount of work required to break the material. In this paper,
we propose to enhance the interfacial adhesion toughness through
patterning sacrificial cuts in the bulk material. Similar to sacrificial
bonds and hidden lengths mechanism, these sacrificial cuts are to
break prior to failure altering the load path in the material and
adding more compliance to the system, thus, increasing the total
work required before detachment.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the model setup and the finite element procedure. In
Section 3, we summarize our results for the effect of single as well
as multiple layers of bulk patterned sacrificial cuts. We also present
a simple analytical model that explains the adhesion enhancement
mechanism. Finally, we discuss the implications of our model and
results in Section 4.
2. Model setup
We start by investigating the effect of a single layer of nearinterface sacrificial cuts on the detachment behavior of a plate
from a rigid substrate. Fig. 1(a) shows the setup of our model. It
is composed of three parts: (i) a rigid base plate that represents
the substrate, (ii) a plate with a row of sacrificial cuts near the
interface where the faces of the sacrificial cuts are initially bonded
using a zero-thickness cohesive layer and (iii) a zero-thickness cohesive layer joining the two components to represent the adhesion
between the plate and the substrate. The dimensions of the base
plate are chosen in a way that the boundaries have no effect on
the results. The lower edge of the base plate is restrained from
movement in both directions. A uniform upward displacement is
applied at the top edge of the plate. The plate material is assumed
to be linear elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous.
Finite element simulations:
To model the cohesive interface, we use a zero-thickness cohesive element. We adopt a simple intrinsic triangular cohesive
law for mode I fracture composed of a linear elastic part up to
the critical cohesive stress σcr , followed by linear degradation that
evolves from crack initiation to complete failure. The analytical
expression for the cohesive law is given by [23]:
Ko ∆ ,
σ (∆) = σcr (∆f − ∆)/(∆f − γ ∆f ),
0,

{

∆ ≤ γ ∆f
γ ∆f ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆f
∆ ≥ ∆f

(1)

where Ko is penalty stiffness of the cohesive law, ∆f is the normal
displacement corresponding to total separation, and γ is the ratio
between the critical and the failure normal displacements, the
details of the traction separation relation are shown in Fig. 1(c).
Ko value is determined by selecting proper values of σcr and γ .
The total area under the curve is the cohesive fracture energy Gc ,
and the length on which stress changes from σcr (crack initiation)
to 0 (total separation) defines the process zone length l which is
related to the characteristic length Lch of the cohesive zone law
given by [24]:
Lch =

EGc

σcr 2

(2)

where E is young’s modulus of the bulk material, Gc is the cohesive
model energy release rate, and σcr is the maximum allowed stress.
This is a fundamental length scale in our problem that controls
the solution dependence on the material properties. In this study,
we consider sacrificial cuts that are many times longer than the
cohesive zone length l.
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We use the finite element software package ABAQUS [25]. We
conduct Implicit dynamic analysis with slow loading rate to represent a quasi-static pulling test under displacement-controlled
boundary conditions. The plate is meshed using 2D plane strain
quadrilateral elements whereas the cohesive interface is meshed
using zero thickness cohesive elements. The size of the cohesive
elements is chosen to be Lpz /50 at most to avoid solution jump
that may result in divergence or global oscillations [26]. We have
conducted a mesh sensitivity analysis to ensure adequate accuracy.
All simulations presented in the results section were run using
the following set of parameters: For the bulk material, the Young’s
modulus = 500 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio = 0.45. For the cohesive
law representing the adhesion between the bulk material and the
substrate, the critical cohesive stress (Sint ) = 10 MPa, cohesive
fracture energy = 500 J/m2 , and γ = 0.5. For the cohesive law
representing the cohesion between the sacrificial cut faces, the
critical cohesive stress (Sc ) = α Sint where α ranges between 0 and
1. All other cohesive law parameters are kept the same as the
interfacial adhesion properties. The nominal stress σn is calculated
as the total plate force divided by the interfacial contact area, and
the nominal strain εn is calculated as the top vertical displacement
divided by the total plate height in the undeformed configuration
(Lp ).
3. Results
3.1. Effect of a single layer of sacrificial cuts
Fig. 2(a) shows the effect of adding a single layer of sacrificial
secondary cuts on the overall nominal stress vs. nominal strain
response of the plate. For small nominal strains, the cuts remain
intact and fully transfer the load to the primary interface leading
to a response indistinguishable from the solid plate. However,
once the nominal stress reaches the value of the critical cohesive
stress of the sacrificial cut (Sc ), which is lower than the critical
cohesive stress of the main interface (Sint ), the sacrificial cuts start
debonding. This corresponds to the first peak and the subsequent
drop in the nominal stress curve. The sacrificial cuts then open up
leading to a response similar to the case of cohesive-less cuts (Sc =
0). The nominal stress increases till the initiation of interfacial
debonding, which corresponds to the second peak in the nominal
stress curve. Following that, the nominal stress decreases gradually
with the propagation of the interfacial crack till full detachment.
The breakage of the sacrificial cuts increases the system compliance and increases the total energy dissipated before the failure.
Fig. 2(b) shows the stress distribution along the interface at
different nominal strain values and a schematic of the deformed
shape at a representative time in the post-peak loading phase.
Initially, when the cuts are closed, the stress is uniform. As the plate
is loaded, the stress keeps increasing till it reaches the critical stress
of the sacrificial cut, then the sacrificial cuts open and the stress
along the interface becomes non-uniform. When the stress reaches
the cohesive strength of the main interface, local interfacial cracks
start propagating under the vertical strips, where the stress is highest, into regions of lower stress. This crack trapping mechanism
reduces the crack growth speed and enables further stretching of
the plate and enhanced ductility. Eventually, the cracks coalesce
leading to complete separation of the interface. We note that the
peak nominal stress in the plates with cuts is tunable by the
critical cohesive stress of the sacrificial cuts. Thus, the proposed
design enables higher stretchability, similar to kirigami plates, but
without significantly reducing the overall strength.
In Appendix A, we present a theoretical analysis for the response of systems with single layer of cohesive-less cuts. We
use a model based on extensible Euler–Bernoulli beam theory to
confirm that adding horizontal cohesive-less cuts near the interface enhances the stretchability prior to failure but reduces the
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Fig. 1. The model setup: (a) The geometry of the model: a plate with a row of near interface sacrificial cuts adhered to a rigid substrate through a zero-thickness layer of
cohesive material, (b) unit cell of the plate at the undeformed configuration, and (c) The traction separation curve for the cohesive law used in the finite element simulations.

nominal stress. The effect of bulk cuts, in the single layer layout,
is significant only if the distance between the interface and the cut
t is small compared to the cut length Ls . Furthermore, we show that
for large t /LS ratios, snap instabilities may occur leading to sudden
failure that releases kinetic energy providing another pathway for
energy dissipation.
The separation pattern and stress–strain relation is qualitatively similar to the case of cavitation in the adhesive layer and formation of fibrils [27,28]. The cavitation/fibril formation processes
help dissipate energy and thus increases toughness. However, the
void formation and growth in these cases remain largely stochastic and susceptible to internal defect distributions. A systematic
design from the beginning, as proposed here, may achieve better
toughening results with a higher level of control. This may be
particularly relevant for improving adhesion in soft polymeric
materials including emerging ones such as hydrogels.
3.2. Effect of multiple layers of patterned cuts
The results in the previous section show that adding a single
layer of sacrificial cuts near the interface leads to enhancing the
maximum stretch before failure without significant reduction of
the peak strength. The same idea may be extended for multiple
layers of cuts to further increase the stretchability and fracture
toughness.
Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of using multiple layers of sacrificial
cuts, the nominal stress vs. nominal strain curves for both solid
plate and plate with cohesive-less cuts having the same outer
dimensions, and number of cut layers are added for reference. The
figure shows that adding sacrificial cuts led to having a saw tooth
behavior, the first peak nominal stress depends on Sc /Sint ratio,
whereas the following behavior depends on both Sc /Sint and the
beam thickness to length ratio t /Ls . The plate stiffness reduces
after each peak due to the formation of a new beam which adds
more compliance to the system. Furthermore, for this case, the
stress drops abruptly once the interfacial crack initiates (Point 8 in

Fig. 3(a)), and does not exhibit a tail similar to the case of a single
layer of sacrificial cuts (Fig. 2(a)). This may be explained as follows,
due to the existence of multiple layers, the plate is highly stretched
prior to interfacial debonding, and once interfacial crack initiates,
the plate fully detaches with a snap as the top part of the plate
unloads and pulls the interfacial strip up. This snapping behavior
is discussed thoroughly in Appendix A and suggests that part of
the energy will be dissipated as kinetic energy. Fig. 3(b) shows
the deformed shape of the unit cell at different loading stages. The
unit cell is fully attached at the beginning and acts as a solid plate,
however, after the first peak nominal stress, sacrificial cuts start to
open in sequence with each new formed crack corresponding to a
peak in the stress–strain curve till full detachment.
The evolution of the interfacial stress distribution for the case of
multiple layers of sacrificial cuts is shown in Supplementary Material. The stress is uniform at the beginning, and as the sacrificial
cuts open, the stress becomes non-uniform. The stress then keeps
fluctuating following the saw tooth behavior shown in Fig. 3(a) till
the interfacial separation initiates. After that sudden detachment
occurs. This behavior is qualitatively similar to the case of a single
layer of sacrificial cuts shown in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 4 shows the effect of changing the layer spacing in the
vertical direction. The figure shows the nominal stress vs. nominal
strain relation for 3 cases, a solid plate, a plate with 7 layers of
sacrificial cuts with t /Ls = 0.125, and plate with 7 layers of
sacrificial cuts with t /Ls = 0.25. The figure shows that layers with
larger thickness require higher peak nominal stress to form a new
sacrificial layer. However, the overall stretchability and hence the
fracture toughness in this case is lower than the plate with smaller
layers thickness to cut length ratio (t /Ls = 0.125). Contours of the
bulk von-Mises stress distribution in both cases are shown in the
same plot. For thin layers, the stress distribution shows that force
is mainly transferred by bending. However, for the thick layers, the
force is transferred by stretching of X-shaped formed struts.
The results presented in Fig. 4 show the principle conclusion of
this paper: patterning the sacrificial cuts and controlling their dimensions and critical cohesion stress lead to material systems with
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Fig. 2. The effect of adding a single layer of sacrificial cuts on the macroscopic
stress–strain curve and the interfacial debonding: (a) The nominal stress to interface
critical stress ratio vs. nominal strain for different sacrificial cut critical stress to interface critical stress ratios for t /Ls = 0.20. The two inserts show the enhancement
in the peak nominal stress and the area under the curve, and (b) the separation
pattern at the interface, and the normalized stress distribution along the interface
at different values of nominal strains for Sc /Sint = 0.7 and t/Ls = 0.20. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

enhanced interfacial fracture toughness, where the peak strength,
the average stress of the tail, the maximum stretch and the total
area under the curve may be tuned and maximized. The curves
show that the height of the tail (average stress of the tail) is
controlled by the layer thickness. However, both the maximum
stretchability and energy dissipated, i.e. the total area under the
curve, are mostly controlled by t /Ls ratio and both scale nearly
linearly with the number of layers as shown in the insert.
A simple analytical model:
To analyze the response of the plate with multiple layers of sacrificial cuts, we consider the following two phases for the system:
Phase 1: Fully attached layers: The unit cell, shown in Fig. 5(b),
is idealized as a set of springs in series, each spring represent a
fully attached layer. Since all layers are fully attached, the load is
transferred directly through stretching where the unit cell acts like
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Fig. 3. Using multiple layers of staggered sacrificial cuts: (a) The nominal stress to
interface critical stress ratio vs. nominal strain for a solid plate, plate with cohesiveless cuts with t /Ls = 0.125, and a plate with sacrificial cuts with Sc /Sint = 0.7, and
t /Ls = 0.125, and (b) the deformed shape of the unit cell showing the progression
of layers detachment. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

an axial member. The stiffness for each attached layer is Ki = EA/ti ,
and the stiffness of the unit cell is the equivalent stiffness of all
layers in series. This is equal to K = EA/Lp .
Phase II: Initiation of sacrificial cuts: After the uniform stress
in the unit cell exceeds the critical stress of the sacrificial cuts,
a sacrificial cut detaches changing the load transfer mechanism.
The load is transferred through bending in the newly formed beam
instead of stretching. This adds more compliance to the system
which leads to sudden drop in the nominal stress. In this limit, the
system is idealized as a set of blue springs (which represent fully
attached layer), and red springs (which represent detached layers)
connected in series. When a sacrificial cut detaches after reaching
the critical load, the equivalent spring changes from blue to red till
all sacrificial cuts are detached. The sequence is shown in Fig. 3(b).
For the idealized spring representing the beam that formed due
to the opening of a secondary cut (red spring), the same theoretical
procedure discussed in Appendix A for the Euler–Bernoulli beam
may be used to predict an approximation for the force required
to detach the sacrificial cut. At the failure initiation, the normal
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traction separation law for the sacrificial cut. This approximate relation shows that increasing the layer thickness leads to increasing
the force required to open a sacrificial cut (i.e. the peak nominal
stress of the sawtooth behavior shown in Fig. 3(a)). Under the same
assumption, the initial slope of the force displacement curve of the
beam when it starts loading is:
Kin. =

Fig. 4. The effect of the layer thickness on the normalized nominal stress vs.
nominal strain behavior. The von-Mises stress distribution and the total area under
the curve are shown in the figure. The inserts show the scaling of the maximum
nominal strain and the total area under the curve with the number of sacrificial
cuts (layers). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

192EI
L3s

( )3
= 16bE

t

Ls

(4)

However, this value of Kin. for each single idealized beam (red
spring) is not constant and increases with increasing the beam’s
vertical deflection, as shown in Fig. 5(c), due to the stiffening effect
of the normal force in the beam. This approximate relation shows
that increasing the layer thickness to the cut length ratio significantly increases the stiffness. Although Eqs. (3), (4) are approximate, they qualitatively agree with the numerical results shown in
Fig. 4. Furthermore, using these approximate relations for the two
idealized springs (red and blue), the simple spring-in-series model
may also be used to approximately predict the reduction of the
macroscopic stiffness associated with the successive detachment
of the sacrificial interfaces as observed in Figs. 3(a) and 4.
4. Discussion

force in the beam may be neglected as the beam is still under small
deformation assumption. Solving Eq. (A.1) with N = 0 and the
boundary conditions at crack initiation, the force required to open
up a sacrificial cut is approximated by:

√
P =

4

2048
9

EIb3 σcr3 vo

(3)

where b is the plate thickness out of plane, I is the moment of
inertia of the layer, and σcr , vo are the parameters for Dugdale’s

In this paper we introduce the idea of nature-inspired sacrificial
cuts to enhance the adhesion properties of architected materials.
Similar to the concept of sacrificial bonds and hidden lengths in
many nature and polymeric materials, the sacrificial cuts fail prior
to the global failure of the system adding more compliance and
allowing more energy dissipation before the failure.
The idea of shielding or toughening using microcracks in the
crack tip near field has been investigated for different materials where the existence of microcracks was found to enhance
the fracture toughness of brittle materials. [29–31]. In addition,

Fig. 5. The geometry and idealization of the plate with staggered sacrificial cuts: (a) The geometry of the plate, (b) The unit cell in the undeformed configuration where all
layers are attached, each layer is loaded axially thus it may be idealized as a spring with a linear stiffness of nearly EA/L, and (c) The unit cell in the deformed configuration
after reaching the stress that opens a sacrificial cut, the layer is loaded through bending and may be idealized as extensible Euler–Bernoulli beam. The force displacement
relation for both idealized springs are shown in the figure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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the fracture toughness and subcritical crack growth resistance of
material interfaces were found to be enhanced by introducing
controlled arrays of microcrack-voids out-of-plane to the main
interfacial crack [32]. Furthermore, Kirigami inspired materials
with patterned cuts were found to have enhanced deformability
that can be tuned by changing the cut parameters [14–16]. In
adhesion problem, introducing cuts in the bulk material near the
interface leads to non-uniform stress along the interface, leading
to changing the detachment mechanism from stretching to peeling
of thin material strips. Thus, changing the failure pattern and
increasing the peak stretch values before the failure. However, the
enhancement of the stretchability is accompanied with significant
reduction in the peak strength compared to solid plate.
The sacrificial cuts solve this problem by allowing the material
to have two phases. The first phase is before the failure of the
sacrificial cuts in which the material behavior is similar to that of
a solid plate and the peak strength is relatively high (may be made
arbitrary close to the strength of a solid plate). The second phase
begins when the bulk stress reaches that of the sacrificial cut. At
that point, the sacrificial cut debonds, adding more compliance to
the material and changing its behavior to a plate with open cuts
(Kirigami-like), leading to higher stretchability before failure. Thus,
introducing sacrificial cuts leads to adhesion response with high
ductility and toughness with controllability on the detachment
force compared to a solid plate.
By adding multiple layers of sacrificial cuts, the adhesion energy
may be further increased. The successive opening of the sacrificial
cuts leads to a stress–strain curve with a saw tooth like character
with each failing layer adding more compliance to the system and
increasing the overall stretchability and energy dissipation, which
may be useful for some important applications in soft materials
such as wet adhesives [33] and stretchable electronics [34,35]. The
behavior may be tuned by changing the material parameters, such
as the ratio between the critical stress of the sacrificial cut and the
interface with the substrate, or geometric parameters such as the
cut length and spacing in both directions. The ratio between the
strength of the sacrificial cut and the interface with the substrate
controls the peak strength of the plate which corresponds to first
peak in the saw tooth behavior. By approaching a ratio of 1, the
peak strength of the plate with sacrificial cuts approaches that of a
solid plate. However, if the ratio becomes 1 or greater, the material
detaches from the substrate prior to any sacrificial cut breakage,
thus the sacrificial cuts have no effect on the behavior.
Furthermore, the geometric parameters of the sacrificial cuts
have significant effect on the behavior. When the spacing between
the cuts in the direction perpendicular to the interface increases
compared to the cut length (i.e. t /Ls increases), the saw tooth
behavior tends to have higher stress peaks in the tail and less
ductility, i.e. shorter tails. For lower values of t /Ls , the tail becomes
longer but with smaller stress peaks. This is because of a transition
from a stretch dominated (for high t /Ls ) to bending dominated
(for low t /Ls ) response. For high t /Ls , sacrificial cuts require higher
force to break. After breakage, the force is transferred by stretching
of X-shaped formed struts, thus the plate is stiffer. For low t /Ls , sacrificial cuts require lower force to break and the force is transferred,
after breakage, as bending, leading to a more compliant response.
Most notably, the adhesion energy, for a wide range of parameters,
increases almost linearly with the number of layers opening new
pathways for extreme enhancement of interfacial adhesion.
In our work, we have assumed that the bulk material does not
undergo any damage or plasticity. This assumption holds for the
cases where the critical cohesive stress and the fracture toughness
of both the sacrificial cuts and the interface with the substrate are
low compared to the material strength and fracture toughness. We
have chosen cohesive fracture energy and critical cohesive stress to
be lower than the mean of the corresponding values of rubber-like
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materials [36]. As part of the future work, we plan to investigate
failure in the bulk as a possible competing mechanism.
The concept of sacrificial cuts may be applied to enhance the adhesion properties of soft materials, specially for systems subjected
to dynamic loadings, or in applications where extreme stretchability is desired. Our results suggest a rich behavior that is tunable
by careful design of the geometric and material parameters of the
sacrificial cuts. While the current work is largely theoretical, the
system of sacrificial cuts may be realized experimentally using different techniques including multi-material additive manufacturing [37] to fabricate a layered material with patterned weakened
zones or by varying the degree of curing of the polymeric material
using temperature or light [38,39] which leads to spatially varying
material properties.
Future extensions of this work may include studying other patterns of sacrificial cut distribution, exploring the effect of materials
nonlinearity, large deformation, plasticity, and damage, as well as
studying the loading rate effect. Other extensions of this work may
include studying the effect of uncertainty in material properties
and studying the effect of sacrificial cuts mechanism in 3D where
the sacrificial cuts may be distributed in the two dimensions differently providing additional control on the adhesion directional
dependence.
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Appendix A. Semi-analytical modeling of systems with a single
layer of cohesive-less cuts and validation using FEM
As a starting point for our analysis, we compare the pulling behavior of a unit cell of an elastic plate, with and without a cohesiveless cut (Sc = 0), adhered to a rigid substrate. The plate material is
assumed to be linear elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous. Cohesive
zone model (CZM) is used to model the adhesion between the plate
and the substrate. The cohesive layer is assumed to follow Dugdale’s traction separation relation with a constant critical stress σcr ,
and max displacement vo . Furthermore, we consider cuts that are
many times longer than the cohesive zone length l. The model does
not allow damage in the plate material and failure occurs only due
to detachment via adhesive failure at the interface. The details of
the model setup are shown in Fig. A.1(a)
For the case of solid plate, the force is transferred vertically
through stretching the unit cell till the applied stress reaches the
critical stress σ = σcr , the nominal strain at the peak stress is
given by ε = E σcr . After reaching the critical stress, the plate
will completely detach from the substrate. For the case of a plate
with cuts, the model can be discretized to two parts as shown in
Fig. A.1(b), the top part of the plate and the interfacial strip. The top
part may be idealized as a spring with stiffness Kv that is calculated
from the material properties and unit cell dimensions using finite
element method, whereas the interfacial strip may be idealized
as an extensible Euler–Bernoulli beam on elastic foundations. This
assumption holds when the interfacial strip thickness is small
compared to its length.
Due to symmetry, we analyze only half of the interfacial beam,
the model is shown in Fig. A.1(c). The vertical displacement is
governed by the equation [40]:

−EI

d4 w
dx4

+N

d2 w
dx2

+q=0

(A.1)
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Fig. A.1. Setup of the theoretical model: (a) a unit cell of a plate with a single row of near interface cuts adhered to a rigid substrate through a zero-thickness layer of cohesive
material, (b) discretization of the unit cell as top part and interfacial strip, (d) the model of the interfacial beam on elastic foundation, and (e) Dugdale’s cohesive traction
separation law.

where w is the vertical displacement, N is the normal force in the
beam and q is the distributed force per unit length of the beam. The
normal force is given by:

[
N = EA

du
dx

+

1

(

dw

2

)2 ]
(A.2)

dx

where u is the horizontal displacement of the beam. Integrating
both sides and applying the symmetry boundary conditions around
the vertical axis.
N =

EA
2L

∫ L(

dw

)2
dx

dx

0

(A.3)

where L is the beam length. It is worth noting that for moderately
large rotations, the equation of equilibrium in the horizontal direction is not affected hence, N is constant. We rewrite Eq. (A.1) as:
d4 w
dx4

− λ2

d2 w
dx2

=

q

(A.4)

EI

With

λ =
2

N

EI
The solution to this equation is given by

w = C1 + C2 x + C3 eλx + C4 e−λx −

1

q

λ2 2EI

x2

(A.5)

(A.6)

We have two zones, the debonded zone (zone (1) in Fig. A.1(c))
for which q = 0. And the process zone (zone (2) in Fig. A.1(c)) with
length l and downward distributed force of bσ . Since we are using
Dugdale’s traction separation relation, the beam is fully attached
behind the process zone. The two zones give two equations with
8 unknowns, in addition to the vertical upward displacement ucr ,
the normal force N and the process zone length l, a total of 11
unknowns. The boundary conditions used to solve the problem are:
At x = 0, v ′ = 0, and v ′′′ = Kv (ucr − v )/2EI
At x = a, v = vo

(A.7)

At x = a + l, v = v = v = 0
′

′′

In addition to the four continuity conditions at the interface
between zones 1, and 2. When the crack front approaches the
symmetry boundary conditions, the value of l becomes determined
as l = Wc /2 − a, and the boundary conditions at x = a + l change
to v ′ = v ′′′ = 0. These equations are solved numerically to get the
relation between the nominal stress and the nominal strain. The

results of the theoretical model are compared to the finite element
results in Fig. A.2(a).
Fig. A.2(a) shows the normalized nominal stress vs. nominal strain from both the finite element and the extensible Euler
Bernoulli beam models for a solid plate, a plate with a cut with
t /Ls = 0.225, and a plate with a cut with t /Ls = 0.425 where
t is the thickness of the interfacial strip, Ls is the length of the
cut. The theoretical model predicts slightly higher peak nominal
stresses due to the assumption that the force is concentrated at one
point. The finite element models also did not capture the unloading
part of the curve due to the displacement-controlled nature of
loading in the FEM where the boundary displacement increases
monotonically and is not allowed to decrease. Thus, FEM models
fail upon reaching the peak displacement. Otherwise, the results
show good agreement.
When the interfacial debonding initiates, the elastic top part
of the plate (above the cut) is unloaded, thus it starts to pull the
interfacial strip, even if the top displacement is still constant. For
the cases when t /Ls is small, or when the stiffness of the top part of
the plate Kv is high compared to the stiffness of the interfacial strip,
the peak nominal strain is controlled by the vertical displacement
of the interfacial beam, as shown in the case when t /Ls = 0.225.
However, when t /Ls becomes large, or Kv is small (very long plate
for example). The peak displacement is controlled by the deflection
of the plate at detachment initiation as shown in the case when
t /Ls = 0.425. The plate is fully detached as soon as it reaches the
peak nominal stress with a snap, releasing kinetic energy.
Fig. A.2(b) shows the effect of the interfacial strip thickness to
the cut length ratio t /Ls on the normalized nominal stress vs. nominal strain relation of the plate. For small ratios, the interfacial crack
initiates under the edge vertical strips at low nominal stress value,
however, the peak displacement at failure is increased due to the
small rigidity of the interfacial strip. With increasing the thickness
ratio, the nominal stress value at crack initiation increases.
Fig. A.2(c) shows that the normalized nominal stress increases
asymptotically with increasing the interfacial strip thickness approaching the value of 1. This suggests that the influence of the
cut on the peak nominal stress decreases with increasing t /Ls ratio.
Fig. A.2(d) shows a non-monotonic trend as the peak nominal
strain reduces with increasing t /Ls , but when the value of t /Ls
is 0.4, the peak nominal strain value starts to slightly increase
approaching an asymptotic value. The same trend is observed for
the energy dissipation (i.e. Total area under the curve) as shown in
Fig. A.2(e) where the inflection point is at t /Ls around 0.35.
The non-monotonic response in Fig. A.2(d) and (e) reflects a
transition between two regimes: (i) a regime in which the peak
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Fig. A.2. The effect of adding near interface cut: (a) The nominal stress to interface critical stress ratio vs. nominal strain for the case of solid plate, and two plates with a
layer of near interface cuts with different interfacial strip thickness to cut length ratio (t /Ls ) using the theoretical model and finite element simulations, and (b) the effect of
the interfacial strip thickness to length ratio on the nominal stress vs. nominal strain relations, (c) The effect of the interfacial strip thickness to cut length ratio on the peak
nominal stress, (d) The effect of the interfacial strip thickness to length ratio on the peak nominal strain, and (d) The effect of the interfacial strip thickness to length ratio
on the total area under the curve. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

nominal strain is controlled by the interfacial beam deflection, and
(ii) another regime in which the peak nominal strain is controlled
by the plate deformation. When the response is controlled by the
interfacial beam deflection, the peak nominal strain significantly
increases with decreasing t /Ls . The dissipated energy value also
increases with decreasing t /Ls but at a lower rate since the peak
nominal stress decreases with decreasing t /Ls . In addition, when
t /Ls value increases approaching 1, the peak nominal stress and
strain tend to approach a constant value, and the behavior becomes
independent on the value of t /Ls . This suggests that introducing
cuts in the bulk material, even if the cuts are cohesive-less, may
lead to a very rich behavior that may be further leveraged in tuning
interfacial adhesion.
This appendix shows that introducing cohesive-less cuts in
the bulk material close to the interface may lead to enhanced
stretchability prior to failure, however, the peak nominal stress is
significantly decreased compared to a solid plate. As discussed in
Section 3.1, the idea of sacrificial cuts may solve this problem by
combining high peak nominal stress and high peak nominal strain,
leading to an overall increase in interfacial toughness.
Appendix B. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eml.2019.01.011.
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